Warrenton Chooses GovSense Software to Improve Citizen Communication and Internal Processes

The Town of Warrenton has joined the community of jurisdictions that have trusted GovSense's unified, true-cloud software solution to help them build smarter and more efficient community.

WARRENTON, Va. (PRWEB) May 13, 2019 -- The Town of Warrenton, Virginia has partnered with GovSense - the first unified, true-cloud software designed specifically for local government - to increase efficiency and better connect with their citizens.

GovSense empowers jurisdictions with flexible, easy-to-use GRP (Government Resource Planning) solutions that enable collaboration in finance and accounting, budgeting, utility billing, fund and project management, HCM/Payroll, economic development, asset management, GIS, inspections and enforcement, planning, and permitting and licensing. Warrenton is using GovSense's land management suite. GovSense will replace cumbersome software systems and manual processes with one, unified solution that enables a 360-degree view of Warrenton.

“We are looking forward to working with GovSense in implementing our new system to improve efficiency and customer service,” said Frank Cassidy, building official of Warrenton. “The team at GovSense has been great to work with to this point, and we anticipate implementation will be just as smooth.”

GovSense software solution partners with the strongest technology available to bring local governments a truly premium, highly collaborative, true-cloud experience. It is easy to use, allows departments and citizens complete transparency from day one and helps jurisdictions operate more quickly and efficiently with features like user-friendly reporting, automated workflows and mobile access.

“We are absolutely delighted to begin working with Warrenton,” said Paul Cammisa, CEO of GovSense. “It’s been a really exciting process seeing local governments latch onto the idea and efficiencies of a unified software solution. We can’t wait to start the implementation process and see how much the end-users enjoy the ease and simplicity of GovSense.”

Warrenton joins the community of jurisdictions across the nation that have entrusted GovSense’s unified and flexible software to solve their community’s challenges.
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